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PREFILED TESTIMONY OF EDWARD MCGANN

Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.1

A. My name is Edward McGann. I am the Manager of Engineering for Vermont2

Electric Power Company, Inc. and Vermont Transco LLC (collectively referred to as “VELCO”3

or the “Petitioners”) and I am responsible for the overall technical design of VELCO’s4

transmission facilities. I have served in an engineering capacity since joining VELCO in 20045

and have recently assumed the role of Manager of Engineering. My business address is 3666

Pinnacle Ridge Road, Rutland, Vermont 05701.7

8

Q. Please describe your educational background and work experience.9

A. I received my Bachelor of Science degree in Electromechanical Engineering10

Technology from Vermont Technical College in 1999. Specific information regarding my work11

experience is detailed in my resume, attached as Exhibit Petitioners EJM-1.12

13

Q. Have you previously provided testimony before the Vermont Public Service14

Board (“the Board”)?15

A. No.16

17

Q. Do you hold any professional licenses or certifications?18

A. Yes, I am registered as a Professional Engineer in the State of Vermont.19

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?20
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A. My testimony describes the design of the substation upgrades (additions and1

modifications) at VELCO’s Ascutney, Chelsea and Hartford Substations and the design of a2

proposed Static Var Compensator (“SVC”), all of which are part of the Connecticut River Valley3

Project (the “Project”). The Project includes adding the SVC, which is a dynamic +50/-25 MVAr4

reactive device, adjacent to the Ascutney Substation, adding a new three-breaker 115 kV bay at5

the Ascutney Substation to accommodate a connection to the SVC, rebuilding the 115 kV6

portion of the Chelsea Substation into a three-breaker ring configuration, and splitting the7

existing 115 kV, 25 MVAr capacitor bank at the Hartford Substation into two (2) 12.5 MVAr8

capacitor banks. My testimony also describes condition-based upgrades to some of the existing9

high voltage equipment and ancillary equipment upgrades at each of the substations.10

11

Q. Please describe the existing Ascutney, Chelsea and Hartford Substations.12

A. Ascutney Substation:13

The existing Ascutney Substation is a high voltage yard built in 2012/2013. It14

consists of 115 kV and 46 kV equipment that includes buswork, disconnect switches, auxiliary15

equipment and structures contained within an approximately 405-foot by 325-foot fenced in area.16

The 115 kV bus consists of two bays configured in a breaker-and-one half bus arrangement.17

Three (3) SF6 gas circuit breakers are located in each bay. Four (4) 115 kV transmission lines18

terminate into the existing bay positions while one (1) 115/46 kV Autotransformer is located in19

the east 115 kV bus position (115 kV bus No. 2). A 46 kV radial bus is located in the southwest20

corner of the yard with a single 46 kV vacuum circuit breaker providing one (1) 46 kV circuit to21

the Green Mountain Power (“GMP”) Ascutney 46 kV substation. The substation currently has22
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the capability to expand to four (4) breaker-and-one half bays with provisions for equipment1

such as a 115 kV capacitor bank to be connected to the north end of each 115 kV bus. A 70-foot2

by 32-foot control building housing 115 kV and 46 kV protection, control, metering, monitoring3

and station ancillary equipment is located on the northern quadrant of the yard.4

5

Chelsea Substation:6

The existing Chelsea Substation is a high voltage yard built in 1970. It consists of 1157

kV and 46 kV equipment including buswork, disconnect switches, auxiliary equipment and8

structures contained within an approximately 180-foot by 152-foot fenced-in area. The 115 kV9

bus is built in a radial configuration involving two (2) 115 kV transmission line positions with10

dedicated circuit switchers and a 115/46 kV transformer position with a dedicated circuit11

switcher. Presently faults on the 115 kV circuits north or south of the Chelsea Substation require12

relaying at Hartford and Granite to detect and clear the fault via the circuit breakers at each13

station, resulting in an interruption to the Chelsea 115/46 kV transformer. The 115/46 kV14

transformer connects through a 46 kV oil circuit breaker into a 46 kV bus built in a radial15

configuration with three (3) 46 kV positions currently occupied; one (1) 46 kV GMP circuit to16

Randolph via an oil circuit breaker; one (1) 46 kV Washington Electric Cooperative, Inc.17

(“WEC”) circuit to Tunbridge via an oil circuit breaker, and one (1) 46 kV GMP circuit to a18

GMP 46/12.47 kV distribution substation located in the same fenced yard. A 20-foot by 20- foot19

control building housing 115 kV and GMP 46 kV protection, control, metering, monitoring and20

station ancillary equipment is located on the southwest quadrant of the yard. The WEC21

protection and control equipment resides in the WEC oil circuit breaker cabinet.22
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1

Hartford Substation:2

The existing Hartford Substation is a high voltage yard built in 1975, with the 115 kV3

equipment and control building upgraded in 2006 as part of VELCO’s Northwest Reliability4

Project (“NRP”). The substation is presently made up of 115 kV and 46 kV equipment that5

includes buswork, disconnect switches, auxiliary equipment and structures contained within an6

approximately 227-foot by 171-foot fenced-in area. The 115 kV bus is built in a radial7

configuration involving two (2) 115 kV transmission line positions, a 115/46 kV transformer8

position and one (1) 115 kV, 25 MVAr capacitor bank position, each position with its own9

dedicated SF6 gas circuit breaker. The 115/46 kV transformer connects into a 46 kV bus built in10

a radial configuration via an oil circuit breaker. The 46 kV bus is currently configured with two11

(2) 46 kV positions; one (1) 46 kV GMP circuit to Taftsville via a SF6 gas circuit breaker and12

one (1) 46 kV GMP circuit to Thetford via an oil circuit breaker. A 24-foot by 32-foot control13

building housing 115 kV and GMP 46 kV protection, control, metering, monitoring and station14

ancillary equipment is located on the southwest quadrant of the yard.15

Q. Please describe the proposed upgrades at the Ascutney, Chelsea and16

Hartford Substations and the design of the new Ascutney SVC.17

A. Ascutney Substation:18

This portion of the Project consists of the addition of one (1) 115 kV breaker-and-one19

half bay with three (3) SF6 gas circuit breakers to the south of the existing stations bays. The new20

bay will consist of buswork, disconnect switches, auxiliary equipment and structures. The re-21

built K31 transmission line, as described in Mr. McNamara’s testimony, will be relocated from22
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its present bay position in the Ascutney Substation to the west position in the new south bay. The1

115/46 kV transformer presently connected to the 115 kV bus No. 2 will be re-assigned to the2

east position of the new south bay. The 115 kV bay position previously occupied by the K31 line3

will serve as the connection for the proposed SVC to be constructed adjacent and to the north of4

the Ascutney Substation. A 115 kV power cable system installed in a duct bank from the5

Ascutney Substation yard to the SVC yard will provide 115kV connectivity to the SVC. A6

dedicated station service will be added at the Ascutney Substation to provide a redundant station7

service source to the SVC. Conduit and trench systems will connect the Ascutney Substation8

yard to the SVC yard for routing station service cables, protection and control circuits and other9

telecommunications medium.10

11

Existing protective relaying and controls equipment will be re-configured to12

accommodate the relocation of the K31 and 115/46 kV transformer. Additional protection and13

control equipment will be installed in the control building to meet the interface requirements of14

the new SVC. All new construction at the Ascutney Substation will be located within the existing15

substation footprint with the exception of the duct bank, conduit and trench systems interfacing16

with the SVC. The northwest section of the perimeter fence will be removed with the installation17

of the adjacent SVC yard and the SVC perimeter fence will be an extension of the existing18

substation fence. CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-2, which has been filed under19

seal, as it contains Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (“CEII”), consists of a One-Line20

Diagram of the Ascutney Substation depicting the proposed installation. A public, redacted21

version of the One-Line Diagram with the CEII removed has been prepared and is attached as22
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CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-2 (Redacted). Exhibit Petitioners EJM-31

contains an aerial photograph, site grading plan, general arrangement and elevation drawings.2

3

Ascutney SVC:4

This portion of the Project consists of a new SVC to be installed adjacent and to the north5

of the Ascutney Substation. The SVC will be installed in an approximately 240-foot by 230-foot6

fenced yard located adjacent to the north of the Ascutney Substation. The SVC yard equipment7

will consist of a steel structure to accept the 115 kV cable terminations from the Ascutney8

Substation, an SVC transformer (and identical spare transformer), Thyristor Controlled Reactors9

(“TCR”), filter capacitors and associated circuit breakers, cooling towers (heat exchangers), and10

building Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning (“HVAC”). The SVC will also include a11

control building consisting of the power electronics valve hall (thyristor switching units, i.e.12

valve assembly), low voltage switchgear, thyristor valve liquid cooling skids, warehouse space,13

battery rooms and the control room which houses the SVC controls and protection equipment.14

An oil spill containment system will be designed for the installation of the SVC transformer and15

its spare, and a cooling fluid spill containment system will be designed for the SVC outdoor heat16

exchangers. CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-4, which contains CEII and has been17

filed under seal, consists of a conceptual One-Line Diagram of the Ascutney SVC depicting the18

proposed installation. A public, redacted version of the One-Line Diagram with the CEII19

removed has been prepared and is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-420

(Redacted). Exhibit Petitioners EJM-3 contains an aerial photograph, site grading plan and21

general arrangement drawings.22
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1

Chelsea Substation:2

This portion of the Project involves replacing the existing 115 kV radial bus3

configuration with a new three (3) breaker ring bus. The new 115 kV ring bus will be constructed4

to the south and east of the existing 115 kV yard. The location of the new ring bus allows for 1155

kV construction to occur without an outage to the 115 kV transmission lines during the6

construction period. The ring bus configuration provides operational and maintenance flexibility7

for the 115 kV equipment, minimizing transmission interruption from Hartford to Granite for8

circuit breaker and bus maintenance. The existing 115 kV radial bus, associated disconnect9

switches, lattice steel box structure and appurtenances will be removed as part of the Project. The10

115/46 kV transformer and 46 kV equipment will remain in their existing locations within the11

yard. Additionally, the station service source will be replaced and relocated, and an on-site12

emergency generator with auto transfer capability will be included as part of the Project.13

14

A new 70-foot by 32-foot control building will replace the existing control building,15

which is aged, is in poor condition, and is too small to house VELCO’s protection and control16

equipment and ancillary equipment requirements associated with the Project. New 115 kV and17

46 kV protection and control equipment associated with VELCO, GMP and WEC equipment18

will be installed in the control building. The station ground grid will be upgraded and new19

conduits, cable trench and associated control cables will be installed from each yard device to the20

new control building.21

22
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The overall footprint of the substation will increase to approximately 292-feet by 381-feet1

with the expansion of the 115 kV portion of the yard. In addition to the expanded fence2

requirements, the existing substation fence will be replaced as part of the Project to meet the3

requirements of VELCO’s present station safety and security fence standards; i.e., 12 inches4

taller with barbed wire strands 45 degree offset from the fence.5

6

The condition–based upgrades will include the installation of a transformer oil spill7

containment system, replacement of two (2) 46 kV oil circuit breakers with new vacuum circuit8

breakers and the replacement of the 46kV buswork and aged protective and fault sensing devices9

such as lightning arrestors and instrument transformers. Additionally, a pedestal current10

transformer will be installed at the GMP distribution station to accommodate the installation of a11

46 kV bus differential protection scheme. The 46 kV bus differential protection addition allows12

for improved fault clearing times for 46 kV bus and circuit breaker faults.13

14

Due to the volume of work occurring on the 46kV equipment and the radial nature of the15

load being served from the Chelsea station a construction bypass will be temporarily installed to16

accommodate 46kV construction without customer outages.17

18

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-5, which contains CEII and has been filed19

under seal, is a One-Line Diagram of the Chelsea Substation depicting the proposed installation.20

A public, redacted version of the One-Line Diagram with the CEII removed has been prepared21

and is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-5 (Redacted). Exhibit22
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Petitioners EJM-6 contains an aerial photograph, site grading plan, general arrangement, and1

elevation drawings.2

3

Hartford Substation:4

This portion of the Project involves reducing the capacity of the existing 115 kV, 255

MVAr shunt capacitor bank to 12.5 MVAr and the installation of one (1) new 115 kV, 12.56

MVAr shunt capacitor bank. The existing 115 kV, 25 MVAr shunt capacitor bank, which is7

connected to the 115 kV radial bus, will be reduced to a single 12.5 MVAr shunt bank by8

removing 50% of the capacitor units. A second, new 115 kV, 12.5 MVAr shunt capacitor bank,9

inrush reactors, associated bus, disconnects and SF6 gas circuit breaker will be installed radially10

from the K26 line position within the substation. The existing K26 line takeoff lattice structure11

with line disconnect, instrument voltage transformers and lightning arrestors will be relocated12

south of its existing position to accommodate the installation of the new shunt capacitor bank13

and its appurtenances. This portion of the Project also involves protection and control equipment14

upgrades, which include a second 115 kV bus differential protection relay, and upgrades and15

additions to the protection relays associated with each of the 115 kV shunt capacitor banks. The16

additional protection and controls equipment will be installed within the footprint of the existing17

control building.18

19

The addition of the second 115 kV capacitor bank will require the southeast corner of the20

yard to be expanded, resulting in an approximate 29-foot southerly extension of the southeast21

fence. Additionally, the north fence line will be extended 10-feet to the north to encompass the22
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control building to comply with VELCO’s physical security standards. Presently the control1

building wall is part of the station physical security perimeter. The overall footprint of the2

substation will increase to approximately 207-feet by 228-feet with the expansion of the north3

and southeast fence lines. In addition to the expanded fence requirements, the existing substation4

fence will be replaced for the same reasons as the Chelsea fence replacement.5

6

The condition-based upgrades will include the installation of a transformer oil spill7

containment system, replacement of two (2) 46 kV oil circuit breakers with new vacuum circuit8

breakers and replacement of 46kV buswork and aged protective and fault sensing devices such as9

lightning arrestors and instrument transformers.10

11

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-7, which contains CEII and has been filed12

under seal, is a One-Line Diagram of the Hartford Substation depicting the proposed installation.13

A public, redacted version of the One-Line Diagram with the CEII removed has been prepared14

and is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit Petitioners EJM-7 (Redacted). Exhibit15

Petitioners EJM-8 contains an aerial photograph, site grading plan, general arrangement and16

elevation drawings.17

18

Q. Please describe the transformer oil spill containment system proposed at the19

Ascutney SVC, and the Chelsea and Hartford Substations.20

A. The transformer oil spill containment system consists of a geotextile lined21

catchment surrounding the transformer. The system diverts all rainfall and oil to a sump22
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containing a passive filtration media, which filters oil allowing clean rainfall to drain from the1

sump outlet. In the event of an oil spill, the filtration media will plug the sump outlet preventing2

any fluid from draining. Once plugged, the liquid will rise in the sump until the liquid level3

reaches the overflow outlet to subsurface pre-cast concrete holding tanks. An alarm float located4

in the sump notifies the VELCO 24-hour staffed System Operations Center of an oil spill5

containment abnormal event. The containment tanks are sized to hold 110% of the oil in the6

transformer, plus the level of rainfall associated with a 25-year, 24 hour storm event. Exhibit7

Petitioners EJM-9 contains an illustration of VELCO’s Substation Oil Containment System8

Design for the Project.9

10

Q. Please describe the lighting plans for the Ascutney, Chelsea and Hartford11

Substations and the Ascutney SVC?12

A. The yard lights at the Ascutney Substation are mounted on the building, perimeter13

fence and steel structures and consist of high efficiency Light Emitting Diode (“LED”) down-14

lights. Steel structure lights associated with the new 115 kV south bay will be installed as part of15

the Project. The yard lights at Chelsea and Hartford will be replaced with the station perimeter16

fence. The new building, perimeter fence and steel structure lights will be high efficiency LED17

down-lights. The Ascutney SVC will also include building, perimeter fence and steel structure18

lighting with high efficiency LED down-lights. The lights mounted to the building at each station19

will be controlled by photocells, and lights mounted to the perimeter fence and steel structures20

will be manually switched remotely by SCADA or by on-site personnel only during emergency21

and security response events.22
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1

Q. What design standards were used to design the upgrades at the Project2

substations and the Ascutney SVC?3

A. The Ascutney, Chelsea and Hartford substation upgrade designs are based on4

VELCO’s Substation Design Standards. These standards are based on industry standards,5

including the National Electrical Safety Code (“NESC”), Institute of Electrical and Electronic6

Engineers (“IEEE”), American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”) and National Electrical7

Manufacturer’s Association (“NEMA”).8

9

The Ascutney SVC design complies with industry standards, the SVC vendor’s10

proprietary standards, and is also based on VELCO’s experience. VELCO engineering personnel11

and its consulting engineering experts will develop an SVC technical specification that complies12

with pertinent national and international SVC manufacturing, testing and installation standards,13

including standards established by ANSI, the International Electrotechnical Commission14

(“IEC”), the International Council on Large Electric Systems (“CIGRE”), and IEEE.15

16

Q. In your opinion do the Project substation elements, as described in your17

sponsored exhibits, reflect a design level of detail?18

A. The Chelsea and Hartford substations’ plans and elevations, included as exhibits19

to this testimony, have reached a design level of detail. The Ascutney substation elements have20

also reached a design level of detail, with the exception of the interface to the Ascutney SVC.21

22
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Q. Please elaborate on the Ascutney SVC design level of detail.1

A. The 115kV interface with the Ascutney SVC, which includes a cable gantry and2

duct bank, will reflect a design level of detail after the award of the SVC Engineering,3

Procurement & Construction (“EPC”) vendor contract and the early stages of design begin. The4

Ascutney SVC fence line and grading plan reflect a design level of detail based on preliminary5

engineering Requests for Information (RFI) with various SVC vendors. The SVC equipment6

dimensions, topology and use of the SVC yard footprint will be affected by the capacity,7

performance and environmental compliance requirements outlined in the VELCO technical8

specification.9

10

The design for the SVC may require sound mitigation, involving sound walls around11

equipment such as the SVC transformer, TCRs, filter capacitors or portions of the SVC yard12

perimeter. The SVC yard and its equipment locations will reflect a design level of detail after the13

award of the SVC EPC vendor contract and the early stages of design begin. VELCO expects to14

submit design level one-lines, general arrangement and elevations drawings in the second quarter15

(“Q2”), of 2016.16

17

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time?18

A. Yes, it does.⋅19


